Context
Current Challenges in Maritime Operations
Maritime operators need capable, reliable autonomy to address three fundamental challenges of the coming decade:


In the military domain: life risk in military operations



In the civil domain: labour availability and cost



In both domains: reliable, flexible, cost-efficient presence

1. De-Crew the Tactical Edge
In a contested environment the uncrewed asset has a large advantage in risk tolerance and can press this advantage to
tactical victory. This risk difference is currently re-defining land warfare.
Navies can no longer afford to contest some environments with crewed assets, and now need to transition from
experimentation with maritime autonomy to developing real operational experience with uncrewed maritime mission
execution and crewed-uncrewed teaming.
The EMAPS architecture was developed to provide navies with a flexible platform which can cost-efficiently perform a
broad range of tasks, to develop deep operational experience with autonomous surface assets and help develop
operational doctrine across a variety of missions.

2. Mitigate Labour Demand
Uncrewed assets offer a large advantage in cost efficiency compared with crewed maritime assets. They can also
perform simple long-term repetitive tasks more efficiently than manned assets due to continuity of operation.
With significant pressure arising from labour availability challenges and costs, maritime operators should consider how
a flexible, adaptable uncrewed platform such as EMAPS can be applied to help mitigate these pressures.

3. Cost-Efficient Presence
Future military and civil maritime missions will require reliable presence over long durations. Removing crew from the
system and sourcing environmental power removes the two most immediate fundamental limits to mission duration.
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EMAPS Concept
Operational Concept
EMAPS is a family of medium speed electric Autonomous Surface Vessel (ASV) designs, developed to execute
independent missions deploying any operator-defined payload within the platform geometry and power limits.
EMAPS provides the functions needed to autonomously place a payload accurately at a remote marine location
with the power, control and comms the payload requires for the mission.

Environmentally Powered
EMAPS employs three environmental power modalities: solar, direct sail and sail-hydro-regeneration. At lower
speeds and transit-loiter-transit mission profiles, these power modalities are sufficient to achieve quasiindefinite mission duration, and loiter duration is limited only by biofouling conditions, severe weather, system
reliability, or intervention. EMAPS performs independent long-range / low-speed transit to station, executes a
multi-week loiter mission, and returns to base, with minimal operator attention. EMAPS’ installed battery
capacity and propulsion power also supports urgent higher speed missions (13-20 knots depending on platform
size) over short ranges.

Modular
The EMAPS topology is based on a chassis with large payload cassettes for standardised mission packs. The
mission pack interface allows for a range of payload sizes to suit mission requirements. The autonomy solution is
also modular, affording the autonomy solution the same development flexibility as physical payload
development and deployment.

Australian
The EMAPS platform is designed and developed in Canberra, Australia by Australian engineers.

Autonomy Solution
Our Approach
EMAPS is enabled by Leidos’ sophisticated autonomy capabilities, developed
over multiple world-leading maritime and air autonomy programs.
The Leidos approach brings together experts across multiple areas of sensing,
open architecture, platform integration, and collaborative autonomy to develop
the new resilient, secure, and trusted autonomous capabilities needed to tackle
operational challenges. Leveraging these capabilities, Leidos has established a
vehicle-agnostic system solution, adaptable to multiple platforms and missions.
Our modular, open approach allows third parties to rapidly contribute new
innovative technologies by meeting the interface standards that the architecture
specifies. This is a shift from conventional development efforts, which tend to be
standalone efforts that are more difficult to integrate.
The multi-layered autonomy solution means mission packs can engage at the right layer of autonomy to take as
much or as little control of the platform as needed. Mission packs can support special functions via direct platform
control, or task the autonomy at a higher level of abstraction.
We continue to work closely with Australian collaborative autonomy specialists to deepen our sovereign Australian
capabilities in complex autonomy.
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EMAPS System Features
EMAPS is a family of ASV designs using a
common architecture to deliver the
payload and speed-range performance
demanded by the mission. Different
sizes can be defined to suit specific
operational requirements.

3.1 m
220 kg
14 kts Sprint

Sail System
• Single-element rigid wing sails
• Tandem sails maximise sail area within
retraction and stacking geometry limits,
and balance power with controllability
• Indefinite transit and sail-hydroregeneration in median wind conditions
• Electro-mechanical trimming and
retraction mechanisms
• Sails are retracted in severe wind
conditions

5.4 m
800 kg
13 kts Sprint
Containermax

Sail Supports
• Mechanical support
to sails in retracted
position

Solar Array
• Substantial solar array on
deck, mission pack hatch
covers, and sails
• High efficiency flexible
lightweight solar panels
Mission Pack Air Access
• Clear access to air at
mission pack hatch lid
enables potential aerial
drone integration to
mission pack

Lifting Points
• Lifting points on side hull bow and
stern for on-water recovery
• Secondary lifting points integrated
into stacking points on centre hull
Efficient Slender Side Hulls
• Slender side hulls provide high
hydrodynamic efficiency

5.4 m Civil Variant Illustrated
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Side Hull Struts
• Carbon fibre struts
sleeved into main hull
• Struts offset to cross in
retracted position
Side Hull Retraction
• Manual-mechanical retraction
of side hulls prior to launch
and after recovery
• Larger platforms use a
mechanical advantage to assist
manual retraction

8.5 m
1600 kg
20 kts Sprint
Trailermax

Stacking
EMAPS platforms are designed to stack with no
additional cradle interface, enabling multiple
units to be carried on a minimal deck footprint

Communications
• Primary SATCOM channel
• Secondary short-range
UHF for local operations
• Hinged and removable
pole mast

Stacking Hardpoints
• Hardpoints on top and
bottom of each corner of
the centre hull
• Hardpoints provide some
self-locating tolerance to
assist stacking aboard a
parent vessel at sea

Propulsion
• Tandem electric pod propulsors
• Propulsors built into azimuthing
cassettes, providing continuous
360 degree steering

High Performance Structure
• Structural elements
manufactured from
kevlar reinforced epoxy

Mission Pack Water Access
• Catamaran form provides clear
access to water surface for mission
pack deployables
• Mission packs expected to integrate
AUVs, tows, dips, expendables, etc.

Wide Beam
• Extended side hulls provide a
wide beam to mitigate capsize
risk in survival weather
conditions

5.4 m Naval Variant Illustrated
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EMAPS Mission Packs
A single platform able to address many missions provides a strong value proposition to operators. EMAPS is designed
around the fundamental design goal of broad adaptability to operator needs. This results in a highly developable
capability that provides for a diversity of unknown future operational needs.
EMAPS payload cassettes allow for many different mission packs to be embarked, and mission packs can be mixed
and matched to suit the tasks to be performed. The cassettes are based on a standard physical interface (for each
platform size), which allows for different mission pack sizes within the standard cassette width. The open, multilayered autonomy solution allows simple third party integration of new mission packs, which can be developed
independently of the platform based on standard functional interfaces.
Mission packs are convenient to lift in and out of the cassettes using a light hoist and connect easily to the platform
via a single power/data connector. Payload weight can be traded for additional battery capacity in a mission pack,
allowing the operator to maximise the power capacity against payload mass within the limits of the platform.

Mission Pack Geometry

Potential Payload Options

Missions

Mission packs can be configured in a
range of lengths with a standard
cassette width for each platform size,
providing flexibility to package a range
of different mission equipment from
small to large. Platforms receive up to
three standard mission packs or any
equivalent combination of other sizes.

UUV Host Launch / Recovery Pack

Underwater Acoustic Surveillance

Double Pack

Standard Pack

Hydrographic Survey
Underwater Asset Survey
Marine Scientific Survey
Wreck Search and Survey
20 mm Class Acoustic Towed Array / Winch Pack

Underwater Acoustic Surveillance

Active/Passive Sonar Dipper / Winch Pack

Underwater Acoustic Surveillance

Towed Sonar Body Host Launch / Recovery Pack

Hydrographic Survey

Sonobuoy Canister Magazine Pack

Local Submarine Prosecution Teaming

Mk 46 Lightweight Torpedo Pack

Local Submarine Prosecution Teaming

Optical / IR Camera Array on Mast

Surface Surveillance
Surface Asset Survey

Tethered Drone Pack

Aerial Horizon Surveillance
Aerial Marine Asset Survey

Autonomous Drone Pack

Over-The-Beach Aerial Reconnaissance
Shoreline Surveillance
Aerial Marine Asset Survey

Half Pack

Quarter Pack

Synthetic Aperture Radar Geo-Survey
Underwater Camera on Tow Frame

Optical Bottom Survey

Towed Camera Body Launch / Recovery Pack

Optical Bottom Survey

Water Sampler Dipper / Winch Pack

Water Sampling

Chemical Sampler Dipper / Winch Pack

Water Composition Mapping

Fish Sonar Dipper / Winch Pack

Fisheries Survey
Fish Location

Hydrophone Dipper / Winch Pack

Marine Mammal Research
Underwater Passive Acoustic Surveillance

Extension Battery
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All Missions

EMAPS Development Partners
Gibbs & Cox Australia
gibbscox.com.au
Gibbs & Cox Australia (GCA) provides world-leading expertise and engineering capabilities supporting Australia’s
naval and maritime sector. Our vision is a vibrant, sustainable, sovereign Australian shipbuilding, design and
maritime enterprise.
GCA is a subsidiary of Gibbs & Cox, Inc., an international leader in naval ship design and maritime autonomy, with a
proud history of excellence, serving naval, government, commercial, and private marine clients since 1929. Gibbs &
Cox is underpinned by parent company Leidos’ global scale and infrastructure.
In Australia, we operate a highly skilled, internationally diverse engineering team, providing a range of design,
engineering and program advisory services to Australia’s naval and maritime enterprise.

Leidos Australia
leidos.com/company/global/australia
Leidos Australia is a regional leader in government, science, and technology solutions. With 25 years of local
experience, Leidos is working to solve the world’s toughest challenges in government, defence, intelligence, border
protection, and health markets. With more than 1,400 local experts, backed by our global experience and network
of partners, Leidos Australia delivers solutions that help secure Australia.
A trusted partner to the Australian Government with global reach-back into the US and UK, Leidos Australia is led by
a local leadership team made up of four lines of business – IT Projects, Intelligence (C4ISR), Defence Mission
Systems, and IT Services.
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Contact
Levi Catton
Managing Director
Gibbs & Cox Australia
+61 455 936 262
levi.catton@gibbscox.com.au
www.gibbscox.com.au

Bill Waters
Program Director Maritime
Leidos Australia
+61 419 951 453
william.waters@leidos.com
www.leidos.com.au

